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tested, and motivated workforce is a prerequisite to enabling both individual and organizational success.
A well-planned, well-timed, and well-executed education, training, and development strategy provides both the breadth and depth of knowledge and skills needed to accomplish the current mission. It also serves to ensure that a capable cadre of employees is ready, willing, and able to think strategically, act creatively, and expand confidently into new and often uncomfortable and unexplored business areas more quickly. Ultimately, it ensures that the right individuals, teams, and organizations are in place and at the Army's disposal to work within existing or expand and venture into new areas of risk, challenge, and opportunity. An organization oriented toward learning and development fosters an environment that welcomes new ideas, generates crossfertilization across organizational roles, and is open to change. In any successful organization, leadership development and strategic initiatives are interwoven and inextricably linked; a development culture can provide an umbrella or framework for achieving far-reaching initiatives. 1 In addition to the aspects of training discussed above which are generally easily visible on the surface, individuals recognize their education, training, and development as an investment in their future, whereby the Army is devoting time, energy, and resources toward deepening or broadening their knowledge, skills, and abilities. Moreover, the recognition of individuals as truly valued assets to the organization, worthy of time and investment, generally produces a highly committed and strongly motivated workforce that is more likely to value loyalty and long-term service to the organization. In fact, when looking at an individual's training in the broader context of career management, there is "a direct link between the amount of attention paid to career management and staff turnover." 2 In this SRP, we will look predominately at the training, education, and development needed to produce tomorrow's civilian and military leaders. The United
States Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), in October 2007, recognized a critical need to expand the military's training and development of competent leaders, both military and civilian, especially as exemplary leadership skills in both the civilian and military domains becomes even more important as the conflicts in Iraq and
Afghanistan persist and evolve. The U.S. Army's TRADOC commander, General
William Caldwell, described Army-wide deficiencies in the development of its leaders, noting that the Army must accelerate its leader development programs, including the educational and training elements, "across all cohorts, components, and domains in order to meet the increased leadership demands for the Long War." 3 It also imparts its military and civilian students with the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to, with a focus on the Nation's, Army's, and organization's mission, effectively:
supervise and lead small organizations; develop efficient and cohesive organizations; manage complex financial and human resource challenges; plan for and implement necessary change; and exercise critical thinking skills. 14 The capstone course of the CES curriculum, the Advanced Course, consists of a 67-hour distance-learning element as well as a four-week exercise at Fort Belvoir, VA. All of the programs in these two sections of the ACTEDS catalog would be significantly more useful if incorporated into new and revised CP narratives. Every educational, training, and developmental opportunity, regardless of status as a government or non-government sponsored activity, should be referenced or described in each CP narrative to which it is relevant. For example, an acquisition professional civilian leader who utilizes the ACTEDS catalog to discover opportunities and advice for advancing his career should be able to easily find his specific CP and drill down into the education, training, and developmental assignments available without having to circumnavigate though training specific to comptrollers or other peripheral career fields.
The Army should be making it easier for civilians to understand and pursue the path to becoming a senior leader. Incomplete, disintegrated, and confusing guidance, such as the information currently accessible to today's Army civilians, accomplishes just the opposite.
Commissioned Officer Professional Development and Career Management
Commissioned Officer professional development and career management is implemented very differently for military officers than for their civilian counterparts. Army pamphlet 600-3, the professional development guide for all Army officers, outlines officer development and career management programs for each of the Army's career branches and functional areas. Although it does not prescribe specific paths of training, educational, or career assignments to guarantee success, it comprehensively presents a full spectrum of opportunities that an Army officer can utilize to develop and advance his or her career. In developing and implementing 600-3, the Army recognized that it needed not only a document to guide individual officers along their career paths, but also one to serve as a mentoring tool for supervisors and personnel management guide for assignment officers, proponents, and Headquarters Department of the Army (HQDA) selection board members.
The current and future success of any organization is contingent upon its ability to grow confident, competent, and self-aware leaders who are prepared to face evolving challenges. The Army's future force officers must have the ability to perform multiple functions and be capable of supporting a full range of military operations in a Joint, Interagency, and Multinational environment replete with volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity. Through its leader development framework, the Army has been successful in producing competent military leaders to be mentors, role models, trainers, and standard-bearers. "Leader development through progressive, sequential, and continuous education and experience throughout one's career benefits the Army and the leader." 27 Developing Army leaders to meet the needs of the Army and the nation requires robust, innovative, and flexible leader development, training, and education systems.
The Army's commissioned officer leader development and education system has been very effective in training, educating, and growing successful Army leaders through its use of three primary developmental domains:
• Operational -The Army develops its officers operationally through firsthand experience, insights gained, and from training, assessment, and feedback from subordinates, peers, and superiors; Army PAM 600-3 describes operational transition officers from the Army in a manner that recognizes their valued service to the nation. 31 The evolutionary and inherently flexible OPMS balances the Army's needs with the developmental requirements and career aspirations of the professional Army officer.
Its flexibility can be found in its ability to respond to and balance a variety of variables (e.g., doctrinal changes, individual initiatives, etc.) to meet the Army's emerging needs. 32 The subsystems are the key to success of OPMS. These subsystems and their functions include:
• Strength management. The number of Army officers is defined by demand (e.g., grade, specialty, etc.), which determines the number of officers to promote, develop, assign, and separate. This system is inherently flexible as the force structure is designed to change as the Army's requirements change. Endnotes
